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DIGEST:
GAO limitation, pursuant to 31 U.S.C.A. I 82b-l(a), on
use of statistical sampling procedures to prepayment
examination of disbursement vouchers for amounts not ex-
ceeding $300 is applicable to ICC proposal for random
sampling to verify contractor's invoices under steno-
graphic reporting services contract. However, if contract
were to provide for separate invoicing of transcripts
individually under $300, statistical sampling of those
transcripts would be permissible.

This decision responds to a request by the Managing Director of
the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) for advice as to the effect
of our limitation on the use of statistical sampling procedures to
the prepayment examination of disbursement vouchers for amounts not
in excess of $300, on an ICC proposal to institute a random sampling
procedure to verify contractor's invoices under a stenographic reporting
services contract. The iPanac;ing Director expresses concern that
application of the !$300) limitation could hinder the effectiveness of
the proposed sam'ling system, since a significant number of the Com-
mission's hearings result in transcripts with individual costs exceeding
the maximum.

The ICC contracts with a private concern for stenographic hearing
transcripts by the page, and has been counting the pages in each tran-
script to determine the number of "allowable" pages under the contract
terms. This information is furnished the contractor who then submits
an invoice. The invoice is checked against ICC records as to number of
transcripts and number of pages within each transcript before being
approved for payment. It is proposed that the ICC no longer count pages,
but rather have the contractor do so and submit page counts with each
transcript. The contractor would submit a monthly invoice for all tran-
scripts prepared during the month, using his page counts. The ICC would
then, on a statistical sampling basis, verify the contractor's sub-
mitted page counts. Sample size would be determined on the basis of a
99 percent confidence factor. The Managing Director states with respect
to this proposal:
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"While statisticians in the Commission believe
that a sampling system can be designed for this
function that will achieve the desired accuracy in

payments, I am concerned about the applicability of

the $300 sampling limitation. Under our 1975 con-

tract, we are paying a minimum of $1.89 and $2.98
a page for hearings held in Washington, D.C., and

all other points, respectively. If, as an example,
the $300 limitation were applied to the sample in-
voices enclosed, 7 of the 32 Washington, D.C.,

hearings and 45 of the 76 field hearings would be ex-
cluded from the sampling system. The limitation has

an even greater impact in this application because
field hearings, which are more likely to be excluded,

account for about 75-80 percent of the total volume,
and higher page rates are likely in 1976. If the
limitation is applicable, it could hinder the effec-
tiveness of a sampling system to such a degree that
the proposal would not be practical. On the other
hand, individually checking 273,000 pages and counting

each line seems unduly burdensome and not cost effective."

Our Memorandum to Heads of Departments and Agencies dated

February 25, 1975, B-153509. captioned "Statistical Sampling Procedures

in the Examination of Disbursement Vouchers," provides in relevant part:

"Based on the authority contained in Title 1 of

Public Law 93-604 approved January 2, 1975, statis-
tical sampling procedures authorized by Public Law
88-521 (31 U.S.C. 82b-l(a))>nay be used in the prepay-

ment examination of disburseraenrt vouchers for amounts

not in excess of $300.

"The head of each department and agency will set
his own limit within the $3DO maximum. He will dem-

onstrate by cost-benefit analysis that economies will
result by use of the limit he selects. In our reviews
of your accounting systems, we will evaluate the ade-
quacy and effectiveness of your statistical sampling
procedures."

The $300 limitation, as set forth above, is by its terms clearly

applicable to the ICC proposal. however, section 44 of Title 3 of the

General Accounting office Policy and Procedures Manual for Guidance of

Federal Agencies provides for the use of sampling in the examination of
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single vouchers in large amounts representing numerous transactions

of a similar kind. Accordingly, if ICC's contractual arrangements

were to provide for separate invoicing of those transcripts which are

individually under $300 from those which are $300 or more, statistical

sampling of those under $300 would be an acceptable method of verifying

the invoice covering those transcripts.

PAUL G. DMOr1G
Hi g Comptroller General

of the United States
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